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Colefax and Fowler's Check Fabrics and Five Other Things We're Coveting Now

Our market department shares its favorite shopping finds
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Throughout the year, Architectural Digest's market department scours showrooms, stores, fairs, and design centers for the best new products on the market and then brings its favorites to AD PRO. From rugs and wallpaper to furniture and lighting, these are the items our editors are eyeing. This week, Associate Market Editor Kathryn Given shares her favorites.
Fabrics by Colefax and Fowler

Brand-new from storied English fabric house *Colefax and Fowler* are these yummy Malone Check designs in beautiful creams, blues, and reds. While check patterns usually feel quite autumnal, these fabrics are done in 100 percent linen and are ideal for use in warmer months as well.
**Chair by Tim Rundle for SP01**

London-based designer Tim Rundle has collaborated with SP01 on a ten-piece furniture collection that includes chairs, tables, and mirrors. A standout piece is the Shu-Yung armchair, which has a smaller footprint and graceful lines that echo the glamour of Shanghai in the roaring '20s.

**Sconce by Achille Salvagni**

Achille Salvagni’s solo exhibition opens at Maison Gerard on the November 28 and will highlight new works by the Italian designer as well as pieces created in the last few years. The Saturn scone has a cast bronze concave design with a celestial onyx sphere that is reminiscent of a satellite in orbit.
Sculptures by Tadao Ando for Venini

Pritzker Prize–winning architect Tadao Ando has teamed with Venetian glassmakers Venini on the Cosmos Collection: an assortment of geometric sculptures in saturated hues that are now on view at Les Ateliers Courbet. Each piece is created in a limited edition of 30.
Rug by Yabu Pushelberg for Warp & Weft
Inspired by urban topography, Yabu Pushelberg has introduced a collection of rugs called GRID that feature neutral tones and graphic patterns in a contemporary point of view. Made by Warp and Weft, the rugs will be available in 12 designs, with four launching this month, including Planar, shown above.

Wallcovering by Zuber

Zuber creative director Valérie Morien has created a stunning collection of large-scale murals in rich, bold colors. Trained as a fine artist, Morien imbues a painterly quality into her works, which would look quite dramatic in a dining room space or even a hallway.